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BRING YOUR IDEAS TO LIFEBEAUTIFULLY
SIMPLE
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Inspect the Product

A friendly reminder to unwrap and inspect your Kitch products
before assembly and installation. You may find a blemish, but no
sweat! Our KitchBOX parts are universal, so just rotate the blemish
toward the back of your cabinet. 

If a remake is required, please take photos of any damages along
with the label on the piece and email them to hello@mykitch.ca.
We'll review and advise what the next steps will be for you.  You
have 15 DAYS from receiving your products to report these to us.

Tools Required

Rubber Deadblow hammer or mallet.
Cordless drill with adjustable torque setting.
Kitch Assembly Tool.

Recommended drill settings: low speed, with torque setting at 50%
of capacity, maximum torque of 2.5Nm (1.8ft. lbs).

#2 Robertson (square drive) screwdriver or screwdriver bit. 
Hardware needed: 0 6



Step 1

Attach the leg bases to the Bottom (KPBO).

NOTE: If you are NOT using the Kitch leg system, please ignore
this step.
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Step 2

Hardware needed:

Attach the Bottom (KPBO) to the side Gable (KPGA) using the
Kitch Assembly Tool.



Step 3

Attach the Back (KPBA) to the side Gable (KPGA), then, tighten the
bottom fixings to the back.



Step 4

Attach the Top Stretcher (KPST) to the side Gable (KPGA). 



Step 5

Attach the remaining side Gable (KPGA) to the box. 



Step 6

Attach the legs to the Base.

NOTE: If you are NOT using the Kitch leg system, please ignore this
step.



Step 7

Follow the instructions supplied with the hardware or click here to
install the pull-out unit.

Helpful hint: we've done all the drilling for you, so ignore any steps
on the pull-out guide instructing the use of a drill. 

TWO-TIERED CAROUSEL

https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A9f2a517e-f220-337d-bde0-bcfb8f354aec


Step 7
ADJUSTABLE SHELF

Insert the Adjustable Shelf Pins into the desired height location,
then, place the Shelf (KPAS) on top of the pins.

5Hardware needed:



Step 8

Attach the hinge plates to the Blind Panel (KPBP).

Helpful hint: the arrow on the hinge plate points in the direction that
the hinge will attach to the door.



Step 9

Attach the Blind Panel (KPBP) to the cabinet box.
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Step 10

Hardware needed:

Attach the Blind Corner hinges to the Door (KPDO) and insert the
bumpers.



Step 11

Attach the Door (KPDO) onto the hinge plate on the Blind Panel (KPBP)
and click into place. Adjust the door as required. 

Note: the pull-out unit has been removed for 
demonstrative purposes.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gpuAUtmAf8


Step 12

Your Kitch Base Blind Corner Cabinet is now ready to be installed. 


